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S U M M A R Y
We take advantage of the new large AlpArray Seismic Network (AASN) as part of the AlpArray
research initiative (www.alparray.ethz.ch), to establish a consistent seismicity-catalogue for
the greater Alpine region (GAR) for the time period 2016 January 1–2019 December 31.
We use data from 1103 stations including the AASN backbone composed of 352 permanent
and 276 (including 30 OBS) temporary broad-band stations (network code Z3). Although
characterized by a moderate seismic hazard, the European Alps and surrounding regions have
a higher seismic risk due to the higher concentration of values and people. For these reasons,
the GAR seismicity is monitored and routinely reported in catalogues by a 11 national and
2 regional seismic observatories. The heterogeneity of these data set limits the possibility of
extracting consistent information by simply merging to investigate the GAR’s seismicity as a
whole. The uniformly spaced and dense AASN provides, for the first time, a unique opportunity
to calculate high-precision hypocentre locations and consistent magnitude estimation with
uniformity and equal uncertainty across the GAR. We present a new, multistep, semi-automatic
method to process ∼50 TB of seismic signals, combining three different software. We used
the SeisComP3 for the initial earthquake detection, a newly developed Python library ADAPT
for high-quality re-picking, and the well-established VELEST algorithm both for filtering and
final location purposes. Moreover, we computed new local magnitudes based on the final
high-precision hypocentre locations and re-evaluation of the amplitude observations. The final
catalogue contains 3293 seismic events and is complete down to local magnitude 2.4 and
regionally consistent with the magnitude 3+ of national catalogues for the same time period.
Despite covering only 4 yr of seismicity, our catalogue evidences the main fault systems and
orogens’ front in the region, that are documented as seismically active by the EPOS-EMSC
manually revised regional bulletin for the same time period. Additionally, we jointly inverted
for a new regional minimum 1-D P-wave velocity model for the GAR and station delays for
both permanent station networks and temporary arrays. These results provide the base for a
future re-evaluation of the past decades of seismicity, and for the future seismicity, eventually
improving seismic-hazard studies in the region. Moreover, we provide a unique, consistent
seismic data set fundamental to further investigate this complex and seismically active area.
The catalogue, the minimum 1-D P-wave velocity model, and station delays associated are
openly shared and distributed with a permanent DOI listed in the data availability section.

Key words: Earthquake source observations; Seismicity and tectonics; Statistical seismol-
ogy.
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1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

The European Alps and their surrounding mountain ranges (e.g. the
northern Apennines, the northwestern Dinarides and the western
Carpathians), form a geologically and tectonically complex system
of orogens (Fig. 1). This system is composed by continental and
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Figure 1. Map of the seismic network used in this study. The light grey contour line delimits the GAR and defines the study area. The GAR is defined by
the 250 km distance from the 800 m topography elevation isoline around the Alps. The inset map describes the locations of the four major orogenic belts
fully or partly covered by the AASN. The network has a total of 1103 permanent and temporary seismic stations: 849 BB (including 30 OBS, HH-BH), 144
accelerometers (HN) and 110 short period velocimeters (EH). The on-shore part of the AASN was operational for about 4 yr (2016 January–2019 December)
and the off-shore part for about six months (2017 September–2018 February).

oceanic basins and platforms including remarkably strong lateral
crustal variations from local to regional scales.

Many geophysical and geological studies at various levels of res-
olution have targeted the Alpine orogeny’s structure and evolution
(e.g. Schmid et al. 2004; Rosenberg et al. 2018, and references
therein). Nonetheless, many important questions regarding the un-
dergoing geodynamic processes that characterize the European and
Adriatic plates interaction and their possible relation with the spa-
tially strongly variable seismicity in the region are still a matter
of debate (e.g. Handy et al. 2010; Kissling & Schlunegger 2018;
Kästle et al. 2020; Malusà et al. 2021 and references therein).

The compilation of a uniform seismic catalogue in terms of
hypocentre locations and magnitude assessment would help in this
regard. Obviously, the creation of a homogeneous catalogue repre-
sents a great challenge since hypocentre locations and magnitudes
differ significantly between several national and regional catalogues

in the GAR. It would also be unrealistic to achieve without a priori
information that allows to correct for the inherent differences in the
existing catalogues.

Currently, the GAR regional seismicity is recorded and reported
by many national and two international seismic-observatories:
the International Seismological Centre (ISC) and the European-
Mediterranean Seismic Centre (EPOS-EMSC). Almost a dozen na-
tional and local seismic agencies are responsible of reporting the
local seismicity (Fig. S1, Supporting Information). Hence, to obtain
a reliable, regional data set complete to magnitudes M3, it is neces-
sary to perform a non-trivial catalogue merging (or pairing) process
with several individual catalogues (Solarino et al. 1997; Rezaeifar
et al. 2018; Braclawska & Idziak 2019; Mueller 2019; Sawires et
al. 2019; Rojo Limón et al. 2021). The main obstacles faced when
establishing a catalogue from individual observatory bulletins are:
(1) inconsistencies in hypocentre locations, (2) inconsistencies in
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reported magnitudes and (3) problems to correctly associate individ-
ual observations from one network with events reported by another
network (e.g. Fig. S2, Supporting Information). These problems
also occur for the GAR seismicity-catalogue because each national
observatory usually applies different event-location software, filters,
picking-algorithms and velocity models. In addition, different mag-
nitude of completeness among the catalogues may occur, increasing
the potential of inconsistencies during the pairing processes.

Solving the first of the above-mentioned problems is of equal im-
portance for both earthquake seismology and seismic tomography
(Diehl et al. 2009c) while solving the second problem is crucial,
for instance, for seismic hazard assessment and solving the third
problem is key to all kinds of seismic tomography applications.
Uniform estimation of earthquakes magnitudes across the GAR
is particularly difficult as different local-magnitude formulae and
different attenuation functions are adopted by each agency (e.g.
Goertz-Allmann et al. 2011; Lolli et al. 2015; Bindi et al. 2019).
Furthermore, pairing of events reported by more than one observa-
tory is difficult due to severe heterogeneities and distortions among
the individual observatories’ permanent network geometries. The
goal of this study is to tackle these problems taking advantage
of the unprecedentedly large and homogenous AlpArray seismic
station network (AASN, www.alparray.ethz.ch) to produce a high-
precision and consistent local seismicity-catalogue of the GAR for
the time period 2016 January 1–2019 December 31.

Due to the large station array and great data stream produc-
tion by AASN, conventional seismicity-catalogue processing (e.g.
events relocation and magnitude determination) based on manual
phase picks and manual results evaluation would be extremely time
consuming. Additionally, such processing may also lead to blun-
ders and inconsistencies, for example, in quality assessment as a
result of very long and tiring picking sessions. For this reason, we
developed a semi-automated procedure to produce a high-precision
and consistent seismicity-catalogue. With this automated procedure
we aim to translate the conventional routine processing approach
of seismic observatories into a multistep processing chain starting
from data retrieval up to magnitude determination. Specifically, we
try to emulate as much as possible the tasks of the revising experi-
enced seismologist by a series of automated checking and revising
steps. We document the successful application of this method in
section three.

The resulting final AlpArray Research Seismic Catalogue
(AARSC) from 2016 January 1 to 2019 December 31 contains
3293 events of magnitudes larger than 0.4 MLv within the GAR.
This catalogue is complete down to 2.4 MLv and it is regionally
consistent with the different magnitude scale reports ≥ 3 (M3+)
of events reported by other agencies’ bulletins that span the same
time period. Our catalogue may well serve as data base for sub-
sequent GAR-wide regional seismic tomography. The AARSC, as
confirmed by comparisons with regional and local earthquake bul-
letins, well delineates the most of the major seismically active faults
and seismotectonic features in the region. However, since we con-
sider just a 4-yr period, the catalogue is not representative for the
long-term seismicity and, in particular, for the local microseismic-
ity (< 2.5 MLv) characteristics that vary significantly in time and
across the GAR. The documented consistency of this new seismic
catalogue underlines the performance and usefulness of the newly
developed automated processing for very large seismic station ar-
rays. As additional results of this study and in combination with the
AARSC, we present a minimum 1-D P-wave velocity model with
appropriate station delays (Kissling et al. 1994) for all permanent
and temporary seismic stations in the GAR. This result represents a

pre-requisite to compile a consistent, complete and high-precision
earthquake catalogue for both pre- and post-AlpArray times that
could, eventually, help improving current seismic hazard assess-
ment in the region (Woessner et al. 2015).

2 S E I S M I C S TAT I O N N E T W O R K A N D
DATA Q UA L I T Y

Taking advantage of previous Alpine seismology research collabo-
rations, in 2015 a group of about 50 earth sciences university institu-
tions and seismic observatories established an international collab-
orative research program called AlpArray (www.alparray.ethz.ch).
The AlpArray is a large-scale European initiative with the aim
to shed new light on the tectonic and geodynamic processes
of the Alpine region and neighbourhood Apennines-Carpathians-
Dinarides orogens and the related seismicity. The AASN denotes
the largest temporary broad-band (BB) seismic experiment ever
deployed in Europe, providing new seismological data of unprece-
dented high quality. The AASN temporary seismic stations com-
plement the existing permanent station networks by the seismic ob-
servatories, ensuring a homogeneous station coverage of the GAR
(∼1600 km by ∼800 km, grey contour line Fig. 1). The geograph-
ical distribution of the AASN stations is the results of a hexagonal
compact packing strategy (Hetényi et al. 2018, fig. 4b). Such a
geometry aims to cover the spatial gaps between and within na-
tional observatories permanent seismic networks, resulting in an
average interstation distance of ∼50 km and providing a closest-
station distance of ∼30 km through the entire GAR (see Hetényi et
al. 2018, and references therein for detailed information). This is
of particular interest in regions like the Po Plain, the central eastern
Alps, the northern Alpine foreland, Austria and Germany where
heterogeneities in the permanent BB station distributions are more
pronounced.

The dense station distribution of AASN greatly increases the
resolution potential of any study related to earthquake seismology
(e.g. tomography and seismic hazard) and allowing as well the
unique possibility of a uniform magnitude assessment for the GAR
events.

The seismic network we used in this study consists of total 1103
seismic stations: 849 BB, 144 accelerometer and 110 short-period
seismometers. The core of this network are 352 permanent sta-
tions across 11 countries, and 276 (including 30 OBS) temporary
BB stations (Z3) that form the AASN (as described in Hetényi et
al. 2018). The on-shore part of the AASN was operational for the
4 yr 2016–2019, and the oceanic part for about six months (2017
September–2018 February, Hetényi et al. 2018). To establish a con-
sistent, complete and high precision seismic catalogue for the GAR
and to increase the ray coverage specifically in the peripheral re-
gions, we complemented the AASN with permanent short period
stations, accelerometers and BB stations inside and also outside the
GAR (Fig. 1) leading to the above-mentioned number 1103 stations
with data used in this study.

We download the three-component, raw data from all 1103 sta-
tions, grouped into 38 different network codes, using the FSDN
EIDA webservices (www.orfeus-eu.org) implemented in the ObsPy
library (Krischer et al. 2015), ending up with a database of ∼50 TB.
Dealing with such large data set from heterogeneous networks is
challenging and time consuming for various reasons: many different
sensor’s type sensitivities (e.g. seismometers and accelerometers);
data and metadata retrieval problems from data centres; issues with
stations metadata updates; problems with waveform accessibility
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(either online or offline); stations GPS locations and timing prob-
lematics.

Moreover, the data set is extremely variable in terms of data avail-
ability, completeness and data quality at each station. To quantify
how much a station contributes to our analysis, we calculated the
data availability per year, per station (Fig. S3, Supporting Informa-
tion) and, to overall check the data, we computed the probabilistic
power spectral densities (PSD) for each station for the whole pe-
riod (Fig. S4, Supporting Information). Our data set (vertical com-
ponents only) shows a simultaneous data availability that varies
through the years and with regional variation: 74.8 per cent in 2016,
81.3 per cent in 2017, 76.3 per cent in 2018 and 70.8 per cent in
2019. These numbers are mainly affected by the different installa-
tion and dismantling dates of the temporary stations (e.g. stations
in France were installed starting from 2017; stations in Croatia and
in NE Italy were dismantled during the first half of 2019). Con-
sequently, the geographical distribution of stations with less than
50 per cent of data acquired per year is also variable, with a poor
coverage in the westernmost GAR during 2016.

The PSD plots are helpful to detect problems with data availabil-
ity, errors in the metadata, to quantify the overall background noise
level as a function of frequency at each site and to detect station op-
eration artefacts. We compute them using the direct Fourier method
(Cooley & Tukey 1965) based on the routine implemented in the
ObsPy software (McNamara & Buland 2004; Krischer et al. 2015).
In Fig. S4 (Supporting Information), we compare the median of the
4-yr long PSD from the temporary stations (Z3) with the permanent
one (only BB sensors). As a general consideration, the temporary
stations perform similarly to the permanent ones for period > 1 s
and show a higher median noise level for period < 1 s (∼10 dB)
although remaining in most cases below the maximum allowable
AlpArray noise level. Of course, the PSD variation strongly de-
pend on the station site both geologically and geographically and
on the installation technique (e.g. Fuchs et al. 2016; Molinari et
al. 2016; Govoni et al. 2017; Vecsey et al. 2017, Gráczer et al.
2018; Petersen et al. 2019). The PSD plots (Fig. S4, Supporting
Information) confirm the general high quality of the temporary in-
stallations, well suited for almost all seismological applications.
The higher noise level at shorter periods is mainly due to installa-
tions at sites in densely populated regions. These areas are usually
avoided by seismic observatories for permanent stations because of
the well-known anthropogenic high-frequency noise (e.g. Po Plain
in Italy). This analysis, however, does not account for the usually
short periods of malfunction of individual stations that obviously
also affect the local sensitivity of the AASN through time.

3 AU T O M AT E D E A RT H Q UA K E
D E T E C T I O N A N D L O C AT I O N
P RO C E D U R E S

Standard seismic monitoring software like the SeisComP3 (SC3,
Hanka et al. 2010) or the EarthWorm (EW, Johnson et al. 1995)
frameworks automatically generate preliminary events catalogues.
The manual revision of these catalogues is one of the most time-
consuming steps in seismological observatory practice. While au-
tomatic event detection, phase association and event location are
crucial for real-time applications such as earthquake early warn-
ing, these algorithms can fail and generate erroneous detections
(e.g. ‘fake events’) or lead to gross errors in hypocentre location

and magnitude computation. The review of such preliminary au-
tomatic solutions therefore requires a manual revision by an expe-
rienced human analyst to ensure a high quality of the earthquake
bulletin. During this review process, which is routinely performed
in most seismological observatories, the analyst usually checks each
phase arrival individually at different stations to make sure the same
phase is consistently and correctly identified through the network,
especially for questionable automatic solutions (e.g. locations with
large azimuthal gap angle (GAP), a large magnitude associated
with only few observations, or locations associated with unusu-
ally high root-mean-square (RMS) values). The analyst performs
manual re-picking of phase arrivals and subsequent hypocentre re-
location. Such careful analysis will identify and remove fake detec-
tions from the catalogue and also assign event-type classification to
non-seismic sources (e.g. landslides, quarry blasts and explosions),
therefore leading to a high-quality earthquake bulletin. In times of
high workload (e.g. in cases of intense earthquake sequences or
large magnitude events with large number of recordings), however,
human errors or inconsistencies between different people sharing
the work may occur during the analysis process.

As a consequence, the processing of ∼50 TB waveforms data
would benefit from applying automatic event detection, observa-
tion and event outlier detection, and location algorithms. These
would eventually improve the final consistency and provide a more
uniform error assessment throughout the process. The preliminary
automatic catalogue derived from the application of the SC3 soft-
ware to this data set (described in detail later) includes nearly 40 000
events, which makes the manual review unfeasible and requires so-
phisticated, automated tools for assessing the quality of automatic
solutions and eventually refining them.

To compute a reliable, high-quality earthquake catalogue of the
GAR, we therefore developed and validated a modular, iterative and
fully automated offline procedure, which is summarized in Fig. 2.
This workflow is specifically designed to mimic as much as possible
the decision-making stages that expert analysts usually adopt in
manual revision.

Thus, the production workflow for the AARSC makes use of
three software packages, the SC3 seismic monitoring system, the
newly developed ADAPT picking library (Bagagli 2022), and the
VELEST location algorithm (Kissling et al. 1995) that features a
joint-hypocentre determination (JHD) location method. The pro-
cessing to obtain the AARSC is divided into eight stages and the
workflow is as follows (see also Fig. 2):

(i) Step 1: calculation of an automatic earthquake catalogue by
applying SC3 offline to the raw waveform data collected at the
AASN during the period 2016 January–2019 December. This re-
sults in a preliminary event list, providing hypocentres and local
magnitudes [1 month of catalogue in ∼12 hr, multicore 2.5 GHz].

(ii) Step 2: primary event quality assessment and filtering to clean
SC3 preliminary event list from erroneously associated events (‘fake
events’). [∼10 hr/100 events, single-core 2.2 GHz]

(iii) Step 3: 1st round of re-picking all possible phases including
first-arrival consistency analysis with ADAPT library. [∼9 hr/100
events, single-core 2.2 GHz, depending on the amount of features
extraction and tests applied]

(iv) Step 4: 1st round of phase and event quality filtering by JHD
processing as part of VELEST software. Consistent high-precision
hypocentres re-locations based on minimum 1-D model and appro-
priate station delays to improve first arrival-time predictions used
in step 5. [∼8 hr, single-core 2.50 GHz]
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Figure 2: Detailed production workflow for the AlpArray Seismicity Re-
search Catalogue (AARSC) compilation. This workflow successfully re-
places the standard manual checking and revising by experienced seismolo-
gist from steps 2 to 8, performed by specifically designed software in offline
mode. The SC3 software used for the preliminary event list compilation
internally creates different event origins: preliminary ones with LOCSAT
(Bratt & Nagy 1991), and refined ones with NLL (Lomax et al. 2000).
Please refer to Section 3 of the main manuscript and Text T1–T2–T3 in the
Supporting Information for the workflow’s details.

(v) Step 5: 2nd round of re-picking all possible phases including
first-arrival consistency analysis with ADAPT library. [∼9 hr/100
events, single-core 2.2 GHz, depending on the amount of features
extraction and tests applied]

(vi) Step 6: 2nd round of phase and events quality filtering
through the JHD processing. [∼8 hr, single-core 2.50 GHz]

(vii) Step 7: final consistent and high-precision hypocentres re-
location using VELEST single-event mode (SEM) including an
iterative phase filtering for outlier detection based on studentized
residuals (e.g. Pope 1976; Kissling 1988; Sohn et al. 1997). In
this step we also quantitatively assess the final location uncertainty.
[∼0.2 hr, single-core 2.50 GHz]

(viii) Step 8: S-phase amplitude estimations on vertical compo-
nent seismograms for Richter local magnitude re-calculation, MLv
(Richter 1935, Hanka et al. 2010) [∼0.3 hr/100 events, single-core
2.2 GHz]

We employ two rounds of ADAPT-JHD-VELEST picking, qual-
ity filtering and hypocentre location (above steps 3 and 4 denote
the 1st round and steps 5 and 6 denote the 2nd round) in order to
provide higher consistency and higher precision to our catalogue. A
stepwise description of the workflow will follow in the next sections.

3.1 Creation of SC3 preliminary seismicity-catalogue (step
1)

The SC3 software is a widely used seismic-network monitoring
tool, which is also adopted by a few observatories in the GAR. It is
used to generate the initial preliminary earthquake catalogue, as it
provides all necessary algorithms for automatic detection, location
and magnitude estimation of seismicity from local to regional scales.
In addition, it is fully compatible with the infrastructure provided
by the EIDA archives hosting the AASN data used in this study.
Thus, integration of waveform and station metadata of the AASN
into the SC3 system is straightforward. Another advantage of using
SC3 for the preliminary catalogue generation is that results are
stored in a well-defined database, which allows convenient manual
review of automatic solutions using SC3’s graphical user interfaces
as well as dissemination (e.g. via FDSN web services) and export
to modern seismological formats such as QuakeML (Schorlemmer
et al. 2011). Although SC3 is mainly used for real-time monitoring
purpose, it could also be applied to waveform archives to generate
high-quality earthquake catalogues in offline mode (e.g. Diehl et al.
2017).

The SC3 setup used for offline processing of the AASN data
follows largely the procedure and parameters described in Diehl et
al. (2017). The large number of stations included in the AASN,
however, required several modifications in the procedure (details on
the configuration and procedures used for the AASN are provided
in Text T1 in the Supporting Information). Initially, an STA/LTA-
based P-phase detector was combined with the Baer–Kradolfer
(BK) picker algorithm (Baer & Kradolfer 1987) in SC3’s scau-
topick module (see Supportig Information T1 for details on this
procedure), which was applied to vertical components of all sta-
tions (Fig. 1), subdivided into several parallel sub-processes (per
station, per day). After the picking-stage was completed, all auto-
matic picks were chronologically ordered and arranged into daily
chunks. The daily chunks were then fed into SC3’s scautoloc mod-
ule, which performs event detection by associating the phase picks
to origins. The module generates a multitude of origin solutions
similar to SC3’s real-time mode, each provided with a first location
using the LOCSAT location algorithm (Bratt & Nagy 1991) with
a global velocity model (iaspei91, Kennet 1991). Each of the gen-
erated origins was then refined by the module screloc, using the
probabilistic NonLinLoc (NLL) location algorithm (Lomax et al.
2000) with the equal-differential-time (EDT) method (e.g. Font et
al. 2004) in combination with the 1-D Alpine model of Diehl et al.
(2009a). The EDT method is more robust in presence of outliers
caused by automatic picking as well as velocity model errors (e.g.
Font et al. 2004). Finally, the module scmag computed a prelimi-
nary MLv magnitude for each origin solution. The MLv magnitude
is a local magnitude that use the original attenuation relationship
of Richter (1935). The peak amplitude of MLv, however, is mea-
sured on the vertical component. Based on origin time, location
and arrival-time picks, the different origin solutions were then as-
sociated to an event by the scevent module. To select the preferred
origin among the different origin solutions associated to an event,
we implemented a location-quality score function in the scevent
module (see Text T1 and T2 in the Supporting Information). This
score value considers (1) distribution of residuals, (2) location GAP,
(3) distance to closest observing station and (4) number of obser-
vations to select the best event’s origin location. The event-score
value provides additional information on the location quality and
was used for downstream quality filtering to remove potential erro-
neous locations or fake detections as described later. The proposed
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procedure reduces the playback time significantly and thus the pro-
cessing of ∼1000 stations for a 1-month period of the catalogue
requires about 12 hr including waveforms re-picking, phases asso-
ciation and events location.

The preliminary catalogue (SC3-PC) is composed of 39 603
events and 731 601 P observations, with magnitudes ranging be-
tween 0.2 and 6.7 MLv. Magnitude is unknown for a subset of 627
events where the computation failed for various reasons (e.g. in-
sufficient number of amplitudes above signal-to-noise threshold,
erroneous or incomplete instrument responses in station metadata).
Fig. S5 (Supporting Information) shows the epicentral distribution
of the SC3-PC catalogue, which represents the starting point of our
automatic filtering scheme and location refinement procedure (steps
2–8 in Fig. 2) described in the following sections. No automatic
event-type classification was performed for the SC3-PC catalogue.
It therefore can contain a certain number of anthropogenic sources
(e.g. quarry blasts or induced seismicity). However, the contamina-
tion of quarry blasts for the targeted magnitudes ≥2.4 is expected to
be very low. Similarly, the number of anthropogenically ‘induced’
earthquakes in this magnitude range is likely very low in the GAR.

3.2 Event filtering stage (step 2)

The SC3-PC catalogue (Fig. S5, Supporting Information) contains
erroneously detected (fake) events (e.g. see Fig. S6, Supporting
Information) that could either result from erroneous picks (e.g.
mixture of first-arriving P and later-arriving phases such as PmP
or S-phases) or from erroneous phase association (e.g. associated
with local noise-bursts or concurrent occurrence of two or more
events within the network), leading to a false origin’s declaration.
Hence, to identify and remove low-quality locations, erroneous de-
tection and events outside the region of interest from the preliminary
catalogue, we propose an a priori event-quality filtering. Defining
appropriate quality thresholds, however, is difficult, since we want to
avoid rejecting any possibly ‘real’ earthquake of magnitude M ≥ 2.
Especially for larger magnitude earthquakes, which are part of a se-
quence of events with short interevent times, ‘unguided’ automatic
picking can lead to mixing of phases from separate events into one
single event. Therefore, the proposed quality filtering of events and
phase picks in steps 4 and 6 is designed to identify and correct such
cases.

In order to remain in the candidate list for further refined pro-
cessing, an event in the SC3-PC catalogue must meet all the follow-
ing criteria: (i) epicentre location within the GAR boundary (grey
contour line in Fig. 1), (ii) local magnitude MLv ≥ 2.0, with the
exception of events of unknown magnitude (attempt to recalculate
them in step 8) and (iii) event location-quality score value (≥−2)
(Text T2 in the Supporting Information). Although this event score
parameter is directly related to the location quality (e.g. GAP, RMS,
number of observations), it turned out to be insufficient to iden-
tify all problematic events. To take advantage of the rather uniform
station spacing of the AASN (Fig. 1), we therefore introduced an
additional fourth criteria, which evaluates a parameter called (iv)
closeratio. This parameter relates the number of observations re-
ported by SC3 for any specific event with the number of stations
operated at the time within an a priori defined radius around the
epicentre. Since first P arrival observations are either of type Pg or
Pn we define a radius of 80 km (Pg) and a second radius of 300 km
(Pn). An event is considered real and passed on to the final event list
if the parameter closeratio80 is equal or larger than 0.5 (e.g. at least
50 per cent of all possible stations yielded useful observations for

SC3). For events with magnitude smaller than MLv 2.5, we accept
a closeratio80 of 0.4 or higher. Sometimes for events of medium
to larger magnitudes the first arrivals at nearby stations are difficult
to pick for SC3 and the set of observations may be dominated by
Pn arrivals at more distant stations. To account for such cases, we
also accept events with a closeratio80 equal or better than 0.2 in
combination with a closeratio300 equal or better than 0.5. Applying
all the four criteria to the 39 603 events detected by SC3 we end up
with the final SC3 event list containing 3392 events located within
the GAR during period 2016–2019 (Fig. 3) that will be processed
further. For the full, detailed, stepwise event filtering process, the
reader is referred to the Text T3 in the Supporting Information.

3.3 Individual phase re-picking stage (steps 3 and 5)

The unprecedented large number of waveforms potentially available
for the 3392 events from the 1000+ station array during the time
period 2016–2019 makes the manual checking and re-picking of
events unfeasible. For this reason, we developed a specific picking
software named ADAPT aiming to properly identify and pick the
first arrival P waves (Bagagli 2022). The re-picking approach relies
on a combination of five different automatic high-quality P-wave
pickers that provide precise and consistent observations of seismic
first arrivals with an associated error estimate. The waveform pre-
processing consisted of a linear detrend, demean and Butterworth
two-poles band-bass filter 1–30 Hz. Similarly to step 2, for ADAPT
stages we split our data set in chunks of 100 events to parallelize
the workflow on a cluster.

Within the ADAPT multipicking modules, we exploit the sen-
sitivities (characteristic functions, CF) of five different well-
established picking algorithms. By combining these pickers, we
aim to detect seismic arrivals in waveforms when the signals ex-
hibit changes both in time and frequency properties. The pickers
chosen are (1) the BAIT picker (Bagagli et al. 2020, supplementary),
(2) the BK (Baer & Kradolfer 1987), (3) the Akaike-Information-
Criteria (as developed in Maeda et al. 1985; Bagagli 2021a), (4) the
Filter-Picker (Lomax et al. 2012; Bagagli et al. 2019) and a (5) High-
Order-Statistic based picker (Saragiotis et al. 2002; Küperkoch et
al. 2010; Baillard et al. 2014; Bagagli 2021b). ADAPT also allows
a multislicing approach where the user may select different picking-
time windows for each picker separately. Analogue to other picking
algorithm developments (e.g. Baer & Kradolfer 1987; Alderson
2004; Diehl et al. 2009b) we tune the individual picking-algorithms
using manually picked reference dataset composed of 11 events
with an SC3-MLv ≥ 3.0 and a total of 1373 P phases.

The reasons behind this approach are:

(i) Each single picking algorithm calculates a specific CF de-
fined by the internal properties of the time-series itself. These could
be either frequency-dependent, statistics dependent, amplitude de-
pendent or phase-dependent. Therefore, each picker is sensitive to
different features in order to declare a valid phase arrival.

(ii) Timing observations are more stable and statistically more
reliable by having several reads for same arrival (see also Diehl
et al. 2009b; Küperkoch et al. 2010).

(iii) Each single picker will likely detect the wavelet onset at
slightly different times, thus providing useful information about the
observation uncertainty (see also Diehl et al. 2009b; Küperkoch et
al. 2010) and the true nature of the onset.

(iv) The use of two different time windows (slices) for each picker
increases the chances to pick the correct phase onset by allowing to
detect and thus mitigate outlier picks.
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Figure 3: Seismicity after event filtering for quality and plausibility of step 2. A total of 3392 events are located inside the GAR. For plotting clarity, 16 events
with a depth ≥ 100 km are projected to 100 km.

The ADAPT procedure aims to reflect the different evaluation
and estimation processes applied by experienced seismologists dur-
ing the picking stage of the individual waveforms. An example of
the successful application of the ADAPT re-picking system is dis-
played in Fig. S7 (Supporting Information). For further details of the
automated ADAPT picking procedure and the tuning stage please
refer to Bagagli et al. (2022).

For each event in our list, we loaded all vertical component
waveforms from stations located inside a pre-defined radius from
the epicentre location, based on the preliminary SC3 MLv as-
signed to the event. We extract data up to 300 km radius for
events with MLv < 3.0 or unknown magnitudes, up to 450 km
for events with 3.0 ≤ MLv < 4.0 and up to 600 km for events
with MLv ≥ 4.0. The reasoning of such a wide-range selection is
not primarily related to the event location purposes, but also to the
collection of potentially valid observations for other seismological
studies as well (e.g. traveltime tomography). The time window of
the analysis for each waveform is linked to the event-origin time
(OT) and the epicentral distance (ED) in km: we select data be-
tween [OT − 10s, OT + ED/2.2 km/s + 30 s]. We apply this data-
selection scheme in both steps 3 and 5 of our workflow (Fig. 2).

3.4 Observation and event outlier detection and
hypocentre relocation stage (steps 4 and 6)

During the manual review of an event, the seismologist usually
analyses each individual observation comparing phase moveout and
consistency across the different waveforms. Hypocentre relocation
and critical assessment of arrival-time residuals and event RMS
residual are also part of this analysis. We replicate such assessment
by applying in our workflow the VELEST software (Kissling 1988)
with the purposes to identify observation outliers and problematic
events through the JHD. We also use the VELEST algorithm to
consistently relocate hypocentres using the minimum 1-D model
approach (for more details, see Bagagli 2022). The JHD processing
allows to compare the ensemble of all data with every individual
observation and with every individual event. Thus, individual ob-
servation outliers may be recognized independently from the event
location residual by a comparison with all other observations from
the same station, even providing quantitative uncertainty estimates
(Husen et al. 1999, 2011; Pujol 1988, 2000; Maurer et al. 2010).
The coupled JHD-velocity inversion, with a minimum 1-D velocity
model as initial model, guarantees consistent and uniformly pre-
cise hypocentre locations for all well-locatable (WL) events. The
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observation residuals for all phases observed at the same seismic
station should not vary significantly more than the overall average
data variance (Kissling et al. 1994; Rojo Limón et al. 2021). For
outliers’ detection we define a threshold of ±1 s. We choose this
value because the first arrivals of local earthquakes are, on average,
within epicentral distances up to 200 km. Thus, an arrival time dif-
ference of 1 s or more usually refers to a different seismic phase.
For some observations at larger epicentral distances (e.g. -Pn) such
threshold is likely too strict for regions characterized by complex 3-
D Moho topography, like some parts of the Alps (Spada et al. 2013).
Nonetheless, we use this value since Pn phases that travelled across
complex 3-D Moho topography do not really add useful constraints
to the hypocentre location. Obviously, for other studies such as seis-
mic tomography, these observations could become very useful and,
consequently, the filter definitions would need to be adjusted. If an
observation residual relative to the average station delay exceeds
this limit, it is deemed an outlier and it will be disregarded for
subsequent high-precision hypocentre location.

When applying the ADAPT software, we assume the correct as-
sociation of the waveforms to an event, and the performance of the
automated picker depends on a good prediction of the time win-
dows that implicitly result from precise and reliable event locations.
Many poorly located events, or even a few fake ones, might still
be expected to remain in our final SC3 event list (see Section 3.2).
After identifying and deleting outlier observations and problematic
events from the data set, we re-locate all remaining events with the
minimum 1-D model. Then a second round of re-picking by ADAPT
software is initiated using the improved hypocentre locations and
the appropriate station delays to calculate more realistic arrival time
predictions (step 5, Fig. 2).

The benefits of applying two rounds of re-picking and quality
filtering for observations and events are documented in Fig. S8
(Supporting Information) by comparing the results after the first
round (steps 3 and 4, Fig. 2) with those obtained after the second
round (steps 5 and 6, Fig. 2). As a main result, in the second round,
we pick and recover a total of 4919 more observations, reducing
also the azimuthal GAP for the majority of our events (Fig. S8a,
Supporting Information).

At the end of stage 5 (re-picking), we adopt a first-order classifi-
cation scheme for the observed picks. We calculate the time residual
between the valid ADAPT pick and the predicted arrival time after
step 4 that includes relocated hypocentre, ray tracing through the
minimum 1-D model and the respective station delay. If the residual
is >1 s and the phase was observed at a station with a reliable de-
lay (estimated with at least 20 observations from different events)
we downweight the observation by a factor of 2 for the subsequent
event location stages.

3.5 Single-event-mode filtering and final location (step 7)

After the final JHD calculations of step 6 (Fig. 2), we classify the
events in three different quality groups:

(i) WL: these events show N Pobs ≥ 7 and GAP < 180◦.
(ii) PL: these events show GAP ≥ 180◦ or 4 < N Pobs < 7.
(iii) VPL: these events show N Pobs = 4.

Even after two rounds of ADAPT-JHD-VELEST processing,
principally WL events might show biased hypocentre locations due
to a single or few erroneous observations with traveltime residuals
up to 1 s. Note, however, that such observations are below the thresh-
old of the JHD individual observation quality filtering and were not

removed in previous steps 4 and 6. In most cases of WL events
with many observations, this bias may only affect the hypocentre’s
depth, while poorly locatable (PL) and very poorly locatable (VPL)
events may be affected by single or few erroneous observations in
all hypocentre parameters.

To identify and subsequently ignore such problematic observa-
tions for final hypocentre locations, all events are relocated with
the VELEST program in SEM (Kissling et al. 1995), allowing that
each observation is individually evaluated based on the importance
to the solution and the studentized residual (e.g. Pope 1976; Sohn
et al. 1997). We use this latter statistical parameter to determine
the individual observation leverage (or influence) for the inversion
stability. We compare the individual observation’s residual with the
standard deviation of the overall residuals, therefore detecting gross
outliers. We obtain such value by randomly removing one observa-
tion’s residual and dividing it by the left-one-out residual’s standard
deviation. If the studentized residual is large (>0.5 or < −0.5 s)
compared to the assumed maximum picking uncertainty of ±0.3
s and if the importance of this observation is also relatively large
(0.1 or larger), the hypocentre location may show a significant bias.
Even if the importance is smaller than 0.1, an observation with a
studentized residual larger than ±0.5 s may potentially lead to a
more erroneous hypocentre location than the one estimated for the
average data noise. Thus, such large studentized residual most likely
indicates a phase identification error. For this reason, we decided to
remove from each event all observations with studentized residuals
larger than ±0.5 s. Since the removal of such observations might
cause significant origin time shift, the process of SEM relocation
is repeated until no studentized residual larger than ±0.5 s remains
(for more details, see Bagagli 2022). During this SEM relocation
step we ignored observations at stations beyond 300 km epicentral
distances because phases recorded at those distance have a greater
chance of being wrongly identified and, considering the uniformly
dense station array used in this study, they do not really improve the
location.

In order to maintain the consistency and filtering logic of our pro-
cedure, we prefer the linearized approach of VELEST compared to
other nonlinear algorithms, like the NLL software (Lomax et al.
2000). The main reasoning stands not in the event-location method
differences per se, but rather in the location error assessment ap-
proach both at the event and single-phase level. NLL uses a Monte
Carlo approach to obtain a probability density function for the event
location, describing all the possible hypocentre positions for the
same phase set (Lomax et al. 2000). On the other hand, iterative-
linearized location programs (like VELEST) produce a single-point
solution for the preferred hypocentre, providing uncertainty esti-
mates based on Gaussian, or normal, statistics. In fact, such a solu-
tion would be a good representation of the complete, probabilistic
location only for cases where the density function has a single opti-
mum and a near-ellipsoidal form. For WL events we indeed assume
a similar convergence for the two approaches because of the higher
constraints provided by the larger set of travel time observations.
For PL events, instead, a nonlinear approach would better describe
the ill-posed location problem, although it would still require an a
posteriori careful manual check by the operator. Additionally, as we
only use a first-order observation weighting (see Section 3.4), the
location inversion process of NLL would be strongly biased by out-
liers. The weighted least-square approach used in VELEST-SEM
is also sensitive to outliers and for such algorithm, the fastest and
reliable way to declare them as such is using the studentized residual
(Sohn et al. 1997).
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As a result, it may happen that a previously classified WL actually
became a PL, a VPL or even being rejected due to fewer than
four observations remaining. The ‘opposite’ is less likely but still
possible where an original PL event (with GAP > 180◦) could
result in a WL event. An example of such a case (PL → WL)
is documented in Fig. S9 (Supporting Information) where an event
location just beyond the limits of the seismic network (step 6, Fig. 2)
is improved in azimuthal GAP by a shift in epicentre after the
removal of four observations at distant stations with residuals larger
than +/-0.5s.

To quantitatively assess the final hypocentre uncertainties of the
WL events we apply a hypocentre shift-recovery test (Haslinger et
al. 1999; Husen et al. 1999). We shift the final catalogue’s hypocen-
tres by 5 km in longitude, latitude and depth, taking care to shift
an equal number of events toward W as toward E, same regarding
the N-S directions and an equal number to shallower and to greater
depth. This new event data set is subsequently relocated with VE-
LEST JHD method with a strong damping applied for the minimum
1-D model. We then compared the original hypocentre locations
(results of step 7) with the recovered locations after the VELEST
coupled inversion. Assuming the 95 per cent confidence intervals as
representative, we obtain location uncertainty estimates of ±0.7 km
for the epicentres and ±2 km for the hypocentre depth (Fig. S10,
Supporting Information). In Fig. S11 (Supporting Information),we
present a comparison of the RMS distributions of our final AARSC
and of the respective initial SC3 (step 1) events locations. This com-
parison documents a reduction of the mean-RMS from initial 0.26
s to final 0.19 s and the standard deviation from 0.15 to 0.05 s.

3.6 Magnitude re-calculations (step 8)

The final step of our automatic workflow consists of the final mag-
nitude assessment for all relocated events within the GAR. Step
8 completes the routine processing of the consistent and precise
earthquake catalogue allowing to characterize the seismic activ-
ity across the GAR. To maintain consistency with the previous
SC3 magnitude calculations (step 1, Fig. 2), we implemented an
analogous algorithm, attenuation function, and same magnitude
scale in our ADAPT library. We adopted the MLv Richter local
magnitude scale (Richter 1935) measured on the vertical compo-
nent only (https://www.seiscomp.de/doc/apps/global mlv.html) us-
ing the original attenuation functions. The re-calculation of the MLv

magnitudes for the AARSC events is necessary for two main rea-
sons. Primarily, we have different observations and hypocentre lo-
cations for each event. Secondly, for nearly 15 per cent of all events
the SC3 algorithm was unable to calculate the local magnitude be-
cause of too few observations available or due to metadata errors.
An additional filtering was applied upfront the Wood–Anderson
conversion, with a Butterworth four-poles bandpass filter 1–50 Hz.
Furthermore, while the SC3 original station’s magnitude estimation
are based on the positive peak amplitude, ADAPT magnitudes are
based on the mean amplitude from the absolute maximum and min-
imum values of the waveform. This simple but effective calculation,
will allow our system to lower the effect of possible spike transients
occurring in the estimation time window, therefore mitigating its
effect at the station-magnitude level. We finally measure the wave
amplitudes up to 300 km epicentre distances and estimate the event
MLv selecting the stations magnitude median.

To assess the uncertainty of the calculated magnitudes, we plot
the distribution of the magnitude residual for each individual obser-
vation in relation to the median for the event (Fig. S12a, Supporting

Information). Observations with residuals larger than 2 median ab-
solute deviation (MAD) estimated as ±0.37 MLv are deemed as
outlier observations and are ignored for further calculations. After
the removal of the outlier observations, we repeat the events mag-
nitude median calculations with the remaining observations (Fig.
S12b, Supporting Information). The final stations residual MAD is
measured as ±0.13 MLv and it is considered an estimate for our
final event magnitude uncertainty (Fig. S12b, Supporting Informa-
tion). As qualitative classification scheme we use the number of
stations (observations) used to calculate the final event magnitude
and the single event MAD. All the events with 20 or more ob-
servations and a MAD < 0.19 (95 per cent of final events MAD
distribution, Fig. S12c, Supporting Information) are considered as
class A, all the others are classified as class B. For class A events,
we consider the magnitudes to be reliable with an uncertainty es-
timated by the single event’s magnitude MAD, while for class B
we add a penalty factor equivalent to the inverse number of obser-
vations (EventMAD + 1/UsedObs). By doing so, we increase the
error associated to events magnitude calculated with few observa-
tions. Indeed, a higher MAD obtained by few observations could
indicate problematic measurements, while still a higher MAD but
determined with many observations is more likely to belong to the
real event magnitude.

4 R E S U LT S : T H E A L PA R R AY
R E S E A RC H S E I S M I C I T Y- C ATA L O G U E
( 2 0 1 6 – 2 0 1 9 )

The AARSC (2016–2019) in total comprises 3293 events ranging
in magnitude between 0.4–4.9 MLv (Fig. 4). Of these, 2869 events
are WL (N Pobs ≥ 7 and GAP < 180◦), 387 PL (GAP ≥ 180 or
4 < N Pobs < 7) and 37 VPL ( N Pobs = 4) events, of which
1145 have magnitude quality class A and 2144 magnitude quality
class B (see Section 3.6). For four events (3 VPL and 1 PL) it was
not possible to declare a valid magnitude due to the low number
of observations. Note that in processing step 2 (Fig. 2) we selected
from the SC3 preliminary event list those events inside the GAR
with magnitudes equal or larger than 2.0. However, SC3 was un-
able to obtain magnitudes for 524 events located inside the GAR
and if they fulfilled the other quality requirements, these events
were also accepted for further processing. In processing step 8 all
magnitudes were re-calculated for final epicentre coordinates us-
ing re-evaluated individual amplitude observations leading to some
events with magnitude values lower than 2.0.

The results of the hypocentres shift-testing (Haslinger et al. 1999;
Husen et al. 1999) suggest a high average precision for all WL
events in our catalogue (Fig. S10, Supporting Information, ±0.7
km for longitude and latitude and ±2 km for the depth). Taking
advantage of the GAR wide consistent high precision hypocentre
locations, we may pair the M3+ events contained in the AARSC
with those reported by the individual observatory catalogues for
the same time period. For this purpose, we obtained from each of
the 11 national seismic observatories cover parts of the GAR (Fig.
S1, Supporting Information) seismic bulletins from 2016 to 2019
including all events with a magnitude reported equal or higher than
2.5. Note that while in the AARSC catalogue we used a uniform
magnitude scale for the entire GAR, the magnitudes reported in
the individual catalogues of different observatories might differ to a
certain degree (see below). For a completeness check of the AARSC
we first pair every M3+ event reported in the individual catalogues
inside the GAR with all our AARSC events (including those of
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Figure 4: The final AARSC for the time period of 2016–2019. The catalogue encompasses 3293 events, 2383 of those with magnitudes equal or larger than
2.0 MLv. Filled green circles represent the WL events; filled yellow circles represent the PL and VPL events (see the main text for details). The distribution
of the four-year seismicity highlights the main seismically active areas of the GAR. Orogenic fronts (red lines) and major tectonic lineaments (purple lines)
simplified from Schmid et al. (2004, 2008), Handy et al. (2010) and Kästle et al. (2020). AF: Alpine front, SAF: southern Alpine front; ApF: Apenninic front;
DF: northwestern Dinarides front (Handy et al. 2010). The catalogue documents recent activity along a few specific segments of major faulting systems (see
the text). PF: Periadriatic faults system; IF: Inntal fault (Reiter et al. 2003, and reference therein), SF: SEMP fault (Rosenberg & Schneider 2008; Frost et al.
2009, and references therein), MF: Mur-Mürztal faults system (Lenhardt et al. 2007), MHF: Mid-Hungarian faults system (Csontos & Nagymarosy 1998),
SKF: Split- Karlovac transpressive zone (Chorowicz 1970), DFS: Dinaric faults system (Schmid et al. 2004) where NE dashed branch represent the Idrija fault
and the NW dashed branch represent the Rasa fault (Grützner et al. 2021). Locations shown of three profiles across the northern Apennines (A1–A2), western
Alps (B1–B2) and southern Alpine front (C1–C2) presented in figure 6.

lower magnitudes) using a maximum origin time window of 60
s and a maximum distance between epicentres of 150 km. With
these settings, we are able to obtain a regional consistently paired
M3+ catalogue (Fig. S13, , Supporting Information) apart from
eight exceptions, that are discussed and explained in details in Text
T4 of the Supporting Information. For the final AARSC we could
reprocess six of these exceptions by going through a manual re-pick
and subsequent re-location (Text T3, Supporting Information). In
total, 16 events in the AARSC could not be paired with another
M3+ event reported by any of the 11 individual catalogues (4 of
magnitude class A and 12 of magnitude class B):

The occurrence of such events mainly depends on two factors:
there exists no complete local seismic catalogue to compare with
(e.g. Bosnia-Herzegovina) and the neighbouring national bulletins
are incomplete for the region outside their station networks. In the

particular case of the Bresse–Graben, the event occurred prior to the
installation of the French stations in the region, but was registered by
many nearby AASN stations mainly in Germany and Switzerland. In
fact, this event is the result of an erroneously location of an unusual
strong event (M5.0) near the west coast of France, outside our study
region. Our automatic system, however, classified this event as a
PL event with an azimuthal GAP of 332◦, clearly indicating an
unreliable hypocentre solution.

The event in Central Apennines simply documents the difficulties
to process swarm events with regular routine procedure. As stated
above, with the AARSC processing two M3+ events of the Amatrice
sequence have been missed but were reported in the INGV catalogue
while one M3+ event reported in AARSC was missed by the INGV.

Apart from these exceptions derived from the pairing with 11
national bulletins for the same time period, we may thus claim that
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the combination of the dense AASN together with our methodolog-
ical approach leads to the high precision and regionally consistent
M3+ AARSC (Fig. 5 and Fig. S13, Supporting Information). In
Fig. S14 (Supporting Information), we show three examples of WL
event with MLv ≥ 3 recorded in the Balkan region that were missing
in the respective national catalogue. These events’ section clearly
show the wavefield corresponding to clear P and S phases, stress-
ing even more the importance of reinforcing the permanent stations
network in the area to homogenize the recordings of an important
seismogenic area like the northwestern Dinarides.

4.1 Distribution of seismicity in the GAR

The unprecedented consistency of the new 4-yr catalogue in terms
of hypocentre location and magnitude allows discussing the first-
order variation in seismicity across this tectonically and dynami-
cally complex region (Fig. 5). In order to relate this short-period
seismicity-catalogue with the previous instrumental seismicity re-
ports, we compare the AARSC with the M ≥ 3 regional seismicity
reported by the EPOS-EMSC bulletin for the same period (Fig. 5).
In FiSupporting Information), instead, we display the seismicity
with M ≥ 3 reported by the EPOS-EMSC bulletin for the years
between 1998 and 2015.

In the western Alps we observe the two well-known seismic arcs
(region A, Fig. 5) (e.g. Eva & Solarino 1998; Sue et al. 2007;
Mathey et al. 2021, and references therein). The eastern branch
produced more events with MLv ≥ 3 compared to the western one,
while in the complete AARSC (Fig. 5) both seismic arcs are equally
active and their seismicity distribution well corresponds with the
18-yr EPOS-EMSC catalogue (Fig. S15, Supporting Information).
Analogue observations could be made for the activity in the NW
Alpine foreland (region C, Fig. 5) (e.g. Singer et al. 2014; Mader
et al. 2021 and references therein) and the western part of the eastern
Alps (region D, Fig. 5) (e.g. Reiter et al. 2018), while the Valais
region (region B, Fig. 5) has been showing a slightly increased
activity over the recent 4-yr period.

The typical depth distribution of seismicity in the western Alps
(Delacou et al. 2004) is shown in Fig. 6, profile B. Within the
orogen, the seismicity is constrained to the topmost 25 km of the
crust (region A, Fig. 5) with the notable exception of the so-called
inner (eastern) seismic arc (Lardeaux et al. 2006) that follows the
high-velocity and high-density Ivrea body (see Fig. 6, profile B). The
Ivrea body is part of the Adria lithosphere mantle tilted upward and
outcropping at the surface at its northern end (Schmid et al. 2017;
Pistone et al. 2020; Scarponi et al. 2021, and references therein).
While most of the events along this inner seismic arc are confined
to the uppermost 25 km, some events may locate as deep as 50 km
and thus they are located within the Adriatic uppermost mantle.
These findings are in accordance with longer term observations
recently summarized and seismo-tectonically interpreted by Eva et
al. (2020).

The seismicity beneath the Central Alps (regions B–D, Fig. 5)
is also confined to the uppermost 22 km of the crustal wedge that
reaches a maximum thickness of ∼60 km (Spada et al. 2013). In the
foreland immediately north of the Alpine front, however, the whole
continental crust is seismogenic with deepest events just above the
Moho (Deichmann 1992). The difference in depth distribution be-
tween the northern foreland and the Alps has been shown to correlate
with the stress variation in the European lithosphere caused by the
down bending and rollback of the remnant mantle lithosphere slab

still attached to Europe between longitude 8E and 11.5E (Singer et
al. 2014).

The recent M3+ activity in the southern Alps (region E, Fig. 5)
and in Friuli (region F, Fig. 5) well corresponds with the longer
term catalogue (Fig. S15, Supporting Information). The complete
AARSC shows the seismic activity to be localized within a much
narrower belt roughly following the southern limits of the orogen
and extending toward WSW into the Po plain (Fig. 5, see also Jozi
Najafabadi et al. 2021; Verwater et al. 2021). Interesting enough,
the AARSC (Fig. 5) shows four MLv 2+ events perfectly aligned
along the Periadriatic fault (region PF, Figs 4 and 5) just N of Friuli
(region F, Fig. 5) where no M3+ has been reported before (Fig.
S15, Supporting Information). Nonetheless, recent tectonic activity
along the Periadriatic and the seismically more active Fella-Sava
fault systems has been discussed by Bartel et al. (2014a,b).

Within the northern Apennines portion included in the GAR (re-
gions G–H–I, Fig. 5), the northern limits of the extensive seismicity
during both the 4- and the 18-yr periods well correlates with the
Apennines front situated within the unconsolidated sediment of the
Po-Plain (I). Between the marked regions (G–H–I) there are small
seismicity divisions documented in the EMSC catalogue (Fig. 5
and Fig. S15, Supporting Information) that denote examples of
the intermittent Apennines seismicity typically showing clustered
sequences related to the locally varying active tectonic regimes
(extensional and compressional) and the segmented reactivation of
low-angle faults (Frepoli & Amato 1997; Collettini & Barchi 2002,
and reference therein).

One of the largest historical events of northern Italy was the
∼6.5 Mw Lunigiana–Garfagnana earthquake of 1920 (Rovida et al.
2016). In the same region of the Po-Plain occurred the recently
recorded important seismic sequence (Scognamiglio et al. 2012).
This subregion indeed represents a highly hazardous and seismic
risk area. Severe site effects may occur from even a medium size
event due to the amplification by wave reverberations in uncon-
solidated sediments (van Ede et al. 2020). The seismicity in the
northern Apennines is mostly shallow and confined to the top 20
km of the crust with the exception of some events occurring in
the deep Adria crust (Fig. 6a). The A-profile depicts a representa-
tive cross section across the northern Apennines documenting the
rollback dynamics of the down bending Adria lithosphere into the
SW vergent subduction zone (Molli et al. 2010; Chiarabba et al.
2014; D’Acquisto et al. 2020). The same profile indeed shows that
a large part of the Apennines is actually underlined by Tyrrhenian
Moho and the NE part of the Apennines front denotes thrusting and
normal faulting entirely within Adriatic crustal units. In addition,
the structure within the Po plain basin on Apennines side and the
Venetian Friuli basin on the southern Alps side has been well doc-
umented by industrial reflection seismic. On the base of this data,
Carminati & Doglioni (2012, fig 24) associate this structure to the
current thrusting of upper crustal slivers from SW in Apennines and
from NE in Friuli.

The seismicity distributions in the region N and E of Trieste as
evidenced by the profiles A and C in Fig. 6, and Fig. 4 documents
the tectonic complexity of the area between the southern/eastern
Alps and the northern Dinarides (e.g. Laubscher 1971; Castellarin
et al. 2006; Kissling et al. 2006; Ustaszewski et al. 2008, Handy et
al. 2010).

The AARSC also well delineates the two branches of seismicity
that follow the main two active fault systems in the northern Balkan
region (region DFS-SKF, Fig. 5). The eastern and western seismicity
branches are generally associated with the Adria subduction and
northwestern Dinarides orogeny processes (Horváth & Cloetingh
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Figure 5: Epicentres map comparing the seismicity reported by the AARSC and the EMSC (provided by EPOS) for the time period 2016 January 1–2019
December 31. Filled orange circles represent the events with M ≥ 3 extracted from EPOS-EMSC; filled green circles represent the WL events with MLv ≥ 3
extracted from the AARSC; empty circles represent the WL events with M < 3 extracted from the AARSC. Orogenic fronts (red lines) and major tectonic
lineaments (purple lines) simplified from Schmid et al. (2004, 2008), Handy et al. (2010) and; Kästle et al. (2020) (see Fig. 4 for details). For the discussion of
seismicity in selected areas of interest (marked by white letters A–I) and selected fault segments see the text. This figure clearly documents the close similarity
in the epicentral distributions resulting from our semi-automatic processing with the manually revised locations provided by the EMSC. Missing green circles
where orange circles are present (light-blue squares), do not necessarily mean missed events, but rather a pairing of those EPOS-EMSC events with a lower
magnitude event from AARSC (lower right box). See the main text for details.

1996; Pamić et al. 1998; Poljak et al. 2000; Brückl et al. 2010).
Together with the Apennines, these regions are of highest seismic
activity in the GAR.

In the following, we briefly describe a few prominent examples
of seismically active faults in the GAR. The Mur-Mürztal fault
system (region MF, Figs 4 and 5) has long been recognized as a
source region of potential seismic hazard (Lenhardt et al. 2007).
During the 2016–2019 period, it has been active along its ∼100
km fault length although only one event occurred with a magnitude
larger than MLv 3. The eastern part of the Inntal fault system has
been equally active (region IF, Figs 4 and 5, Reiter et al. 2003; Jozi
Najafabadi et al. 2021). These activities observed during the 4-yr
period of AARSC occur on faults that belong to an extensive fault
system within the eastern Alps. These are usually associated to the
regional lateral extrusion tectonics (e.g. Ratschbacher et al. 1991;
Ustaszewski et al. 2008; Handy et al. 2010, 2015). However, its
most prominent member, the SEMP fault (region SF, Figs 4 and 5)
has not been seismically active with events of magnitude larger than
MLv 2.4.

Overall, the precise and consistent event locations allow to better
define and constrain both major and minor active tectonic linea-
ments within the GAR. In particular, some events locally show
really good match with tectonic lineaments in highly seismically
active regions (e.g. region A, H IF, MF, DFS in Fig. 5).

4.2 Magnitudes comparison across the GAR

For the AARSC, we used a uniform MLv magnitude scale for our
calculations providing a consistent magnitude estimation across the
GAR (see Section 3.6). In fact, all of the 11 national and local agen-
cies operating inside the GAR adopt different magnitude scales to
assess the event’s seismic energy release. The magnitude scale het-
erogeneities can be best observed by comparing the magnitudes of
the paired events for the agencies individually with the AARSC.
The statistics reported in all the Fig. 7 and Fig. S16 (Supporting In-
formation) panels represent the mean value and standard deviation
of the magnitude residuals distribution for the paired events and
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Figure 6: AARSC WL hypocentre distributions along three profiles A1–A2, B1–B2 and C1–C2 (for geographical locations, see Fig. 4). For reference, the
Moho topography following Spada et al. (2013, solid red line) is shown. Profile (A1–A2) crosses both the northern Apennines and the southern Alpine tectonic
fronts and regions of relative high seismicity. Note the pronounced Moho offset beneath the northern Apennines front including four deep-crustal events
evidencing the subduction of Adria plate beneath the Tyrrhenian plate. Profile (B1–B2) follows the EE′ transect of Diehl et al. (2009c). This profile documents
the generally shallow crustal seismicity of the northwestern Alpine foreland and within most parts of the western Alps, while the seismicity in the so-called
inner seismic arc (Eva & Solarino 1998) and related to the Ivrea body (Schmid et al. 2017) reaches down to depth of 50 km. Note the very large vertical
offset between the deep European Moho and the Adria Moho marking the top of the Ivrea body that outcrops further North. Profile (C1–C2) represents a short
transect perpendicular to the southern Alps orogenic front in the vicinity of the junction with the Dinarides documenting complex thrusting tectonics. All three
sections include events in a band of 25 km on either side of the profile (see grey bar around profiles in Fig. 4). SAF and PF respectively mark the locations of
the southern Alpine front and the Periadriatic fault intersections with the profiles.

provide a solid, quantitative measurement of the agencies’ mag-
nitude scales shift. The four examples in Fig. 7 evidence some
possible scenarios when comparing the different scaling coming
from different agencies. The manuscript’s supplementary material
additionally contains five of the remaining agencies pairing compar-
isons (Fig. S16, Supporting Information). Unfortunately for ASCR
(Czech Republic) and ESISAS (Slovakia) no meaningful statistics
are available due to only 3 and 1 M3+ event pairs respectively. This
provides the chance to compare a uniform magnitude scale against
those of the 11 different networks. Previously, this was only possi-
ble between overlapping competence areas and for a small subset
of data (e.g. Fig. S2, Supporting Information).

In Fig. 7(a), a strong correlation between AARSC-MLv and SED-
MLh is clear, apart from a single outlier related to a doubled paired
event (e.g. one event of AARSC pairs with two different ones re-
ported by the SED).

Although similar, the linear fit between INGV and AARSC mag-
nitude tend to deviate from the 1:1 relation towards higher mag-
nitudes, thus indicating a general magnitudes overestimation of
AARSC for MLv ≥ 3.5 (Fig. 7b). The same behaviour, although
in opposite direction, occurs when comparing the local magni-
tudes of AARSC together with one of RESIF (Fig. S16d, Support-
ing Information). Here, the deviation towards higher magnitudes
(> 3.5 MLv) indicates an underestimation tendency for AARSC
magnitudes. The pairing between OGS and AARSC, instead, shows
a deviation from the 1:1 relation both at high and low magnitudes
values. This indicates a trend of underestimation of lower mag-
nitudes and overestimation at higher magnitudes of the AARSC
events. The last case scenario shows a shift between the magnitudes
calculated by ARSO and the ones contained in AARSC, thus evi-
dencing a consistent overestimation for the entire magnitude range
contained in the AARSC (Fig. 7d).

The nature of these different behaviours mainly depends on two
factors (or even a combination of both): (i) the use of different
attenuation functions and ad-hoc station’s site effect corrections,
(ii) a mixed report of magnitudes scales inside the same bulletin
(e.g. local and moment magnitudes).

4.3 Minimum 1-D P-wave velocity model and station
delays for the GAR

Prior to the final production scheme (Fig. 2), we selected a subset
of 2595 events based on a preliminary VELEST run, aimed at
detecting the most reliable hypocentres. With a total number of
103 844 P-observations (∼40 observations per event on average)
recorded between 2016 and 2019, we calculated a new minimum
1-D P-wave velocity model and corresponding station delays for
the GAR (Fig. 8) following the method described in Kissling et al.
(1994).

A minimum 1-D model with station delays does not simply rep-
resent an inversion’s mathematical minimum. In fact, the coupled
hypocentre-velocity model inversions might yield ambiguous solu-
tions as there might be a few local minima. The solution of choice
provides a 1-D average crustal velocity model reasonably well cor-
responding with a priori information obtained by refraction seismic
profiling and station delays that regionally correspond with the near-
surface geology (Kissling 1988). Considering the large size of the
GAR completely and uniformly covered by the AASN, however, the
station delays in the more peripheral regions will also be affected by
the strongly variable Moho topography (Spada et al. 2013) since the
larger magnitude events will be well observed to greater distances
by Pn arrivals (Fig. 8a). These first arrivals usually exhibit a rather
uniform waveform and thus are well observed and identified by the
ADAPT-JHD-VELEST system but, due to the wave travel path, the
traveltime includes effects both of the Moho topography and of the
normal shallow crustal structure (e.g. sedimentary basin fill).

For the GAR-wide minimum 1-D model we choose the reference
station IV.MABI (INGV permanent network) located at latitude
46.05◦N and longitude 10.51◦E near the centre of the region (marked
by a black star in Fig. 8a) in the southern Alps with a reported Moho
depth of about 38 km (Spada et al. 2013). The outermost grey
profiles in Fig. 8(b) represent the input models for our minimum 1-
D P-wave velocity model stability test (Quintero & Kissling 2001).

In general, the station delays show a strong regional consistency
except for those stations listed with zero delay as a consequence
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Figure 7: Events magnitudes comparison between the AARSC and individual catalogues from national and local agencies. This figure compares only events
that could be paired between the individual agency catalogues and the AARSC. We here show only 4 of the 11 seismic bulletins analysed: the (a) SED
(Switzerland), (b) INGV and (c) OGS (Italy), and the (d) ARSO (Slovenia) as examples of possible scenarios when pursuing catalogue merging in the GAR.
These scenarios may vary from a consistent relative underestimation of magnitude by the local observatory (d), to a relative overestimation at lower magnitude
combined with an underestimation at higher magnitude (c) and to a fair to good correlation of magnitudes with higher (b) or lower (a) noise level. For each panel
we provide the principal statistical information to quantitatively describe the differences among the different magnitude scaling. These include the regression
line equation, the adjusted R-squared model accuracy, the mean and standard deviations of paired magnitude residuals, and the number of pairs in the data sets.
The dashed black line represents the 1:1 relation. This figure clearly evidences the heterogeneities among the individual agencies operating in GAR.

of insufficient data (e.g. less than 20 observations). Since the vast
majority of the seismic events occur in the top 20 km of the crust,
the station delays prominently reflect the regional crustal velocities
in combination with Moho topography. As expected, the station de-
lays within the Alps relative to the reference station in the southern
Alps are relatively small. Early arrivals within the Alps are con-
fined to the region of outcropping igneous basement rocks along
the central axis of the orogen while slightly delayed arrivals oc-
cur along the northern Prealps. These latter are dominated by thick

sedimentary nappes including sub-alpine Molasse overthrusting the
basement rocks. The Molasse sedimentary basin is characterized by
moderately delayed arrivals increasing in amplitude from W to E
and nicely corresponding with width and depth of the basin. The
station delays in the northern Alpine foreland beyond the Molasse
basin show the combined effects of the local crustal velocities and
the Moho topography. In fact, the arrivals from distant hypocen-
tres are almost exclusively Pn phases (critically refracted at Moho)
that arrive early. This because the Moho shallows significantly from
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Figure 8: Minimum 1-D P-wave velocity model and corresponding station delays for the GAR. (a) Station delays (both permanent and temporary stations
with at least 20 observations are shown) used for traveltimes prediction and event relocation superimposed on the Moho map (Spada et al. 2013). Positive
delays (red crosses) indicate late arrivals and negative delays (blue circles) indicate early arrivals compared to the reference station. Symbol size corresponds
to the amplitude of time delay. (b) 1-D P velocity–depth profiles. The most recently published 1-D P-wave velocity model for the area (Diehl et al. 2009a) is
shown by a solid black line. The light grey lines represent the various initial models used to investigate the model space to clarify convergence to a meaningful
minimum 1-D velocity model. The solid red line represents the new 1-D P-wave velocity model for the GAR. (c) Hypocentre’s depth distribution of the events
used in the minimum 1-D model calculations.

about 50 km beneath the Alps to a minimum of 24 km beneath the
southern Rhine Graben and the Swabian Jura (Fig. 6a). Thus, the Pn
phases are all following the Moho uphill direction leading to early
arrivals independently of the hypocentre depth. East of longitude
6◦E early arrivals dominate as a consequence of the relatively high
middle and upper crustal velocities. In addition, the absence of thick
layers of unconsolidated sediments at the surface and of the rela-
tively shallow Moho reinforce such behaviour (as mentioned above).

The moderate to pronounced delayed arrivals West of longitude 6◦

E and South of 47◦ N relate to regular upper crustal velocities, to
pronounced near-surface low velocities. The locally thick unconsol-
idated sediments of the Bresse and Rhone Graben systems and the
slightly deeper Moho (Fig. 6a) are likely the reason of these delays.
The pronounced late arrivals at all stations in the Italian peninsula
results from the thick sedimentary rock layers either consolidated
within the Apennines or unconsolidated sediments in the Po plain.
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Table 1: Minimum 1-D P-wave velocity model layering and corresponding
velocities.

Depth (km) Velocity (km s−1)
−3.50 5.27
2.80 5.84
7.00 5.91
12.00 5.97
20.00 6.09
28.00 6.71
36.00 7.43
44.00 7.95
52.00 8.05
90.00 8.15

The layering and related P-wave velocities of the minimum 1-D
model are reported in Table 1.

5 D I S C U S S I O N

The semi-automatic workflow and the algorithms here explained
could potentially be applied to any other places in the world. Al-
though better suitable to investigate regional seismicity, no limits
exist on the scalability of the problem. The non-trivial procedure is
certainly the tuning of the ADAPT-JHD individual sections. While
the production of a preliminary catalogue (step 1) can be achieved
with other software (i.e. EW), careful attention must be given to the
event filtering stage (step 2) and to the re-picking stages (steps 3
and 5). For the event filtering scheme (see Text T3 in the Supporting
Information) a possible refinement of the given filtering thresholds
could be necessary. For ADAPT itself, is recommended to start with
a reference data set that is representative of the region investigated.
Once manually picked with a consistent error assessment, those
picks can be used as a ground truth to tune the individual pickers
and the phase identification stage. As explained in Section 3, the
ADAPT library can be used with less or different picker combi-
nations. The same applies for the number of slicing windows and
customizable tests for phase identification and phase recognition.
These decisions may vary (even strongly) between one case study
and another. The reader is referred to Bagagli (2022) for details
on tuning and best-usage recommendations for both ADAPT and
VELEST software.

Our ADAPT-JHD-VELEST workflow’s approach for picking and
locations is focused on P-wave first arrival only. This choice is based
on the following reasons. The automatic picking of S-phases is a
renowned difficult task given all the hidden pitfalls included (e.g.
Cichowicz 1993; Diehl et al. 2009b). Unreliable phase identification
and higher risk of surface wave picking may undermine the final
picks data set consistency. On the other hand, it is also true that
the correct identification and recognition of seismic P-wave first
arrivals is not a straightforward task. In this work, with our multistep
procedure, we managed to get these problems largely solved for the
P waves. In general, it is true that event locations would benefit
from the usage of S-phases as well. Nonetheless, to achieve the
same high quality and consistency as our P-data set would not
only have required the calculation of a minimum 1-D model with
appropriate station delays for S waves prediction but also to apply a
procedure for correctly identifying Sg and Sn phases. Unfortunately,
the latter, in particular for Sn phases, is beyond the possibility of the
ADAPT-JHD-VELEST structure and we do not know of another
automated software that currently provides a solution to this task.

On the other hand, because WL events are intrinsically well con-
strained in their final epicentres, the detection and utilization of S

phases for event location would have helped primarily the PL events.
An example of such a potential benefit is given by the AARSC event
in the Bresse–Graben, which is associated with an erroneous loca-
tion of a bigger event (M5.0) at the west coast of France. In this case,
the picking of S phases would have been beneficial for the correct
location. Assessing the S–P time from the waveforms of this event
clearly identifies it to be outside of the GAR.

The comparison between the MLv 3+ AARSC and the M3+
regional catalogue provided by EPOS-EMSC for the time period
2016–2019 (Fig. 5) documents a largely similar seismicity across
the GAR. The epicentre and magnitude comparison suggests that
the quality of the AARSC semi-automatic solution is similar to
the one reported in the manually revised EPOS-EMSC bulletin.
Furthermore, the successful M3+ event-by-event pairing of the
AARSC with the catalogues from the 11 national observatories
documents the importance of having an automatic system for ob-
servatory routine processing of such a large station network to obtain
uniform, consistent and less error-prone reports. However, the 4-yr
time period is not long enough to document all potentially active
regions in the GAR. In fact, the different area’s seismic activity
ratio did not allow to observe the complete magnitude distributions
of individual subregions. Nonetheless, considering the consistent
and high-precision hypocentre locations in the AARSC across the
whole GAR, we can comparatively analyse in more detail several
seismically active sub-regions of the Alps (e.g. subregions A–F,
Fig. 5).

The regionally consistent event pairing allows us to quantitatively
assess the effects of the various magnitude scales applied in those
catalogues (Fig. 7). It also documents that, with a fully automated
processing system, the AARSC would have missed 8 events (fully
described in Text T4 in the Supporting Information). For the pur-
pose of improving the system it is worth noting that seven out of
these eight cases depend on detection failures of our SC3 automatic
system (step 1, Fig. 2). Thus, we may conclude for large station
arrays the new fully automated method of ADAPT-JHD-VELEST
performs very well. In fact, thanks to the high spatial density of
the AASN we eventually detected an additional 16 MLv 3+ events
compared to the reports by the national observatories, including the
above-mentioned mislocation in the Bresse–Graben of a stronger
event at the west coast of France. We show three of these additional
successful detection examples in Fig. S14 (Supporting Information),
where one could appreciate the wave-trail of both P and S waves ap-
proaching the array. Indeed, most of these events (14) were detected
in the northern Balkan region (Croatia and Bosnia–Herzegovina)
suggesting that the permanent stations coverage could be improved
to detect all the M3+ events in the region (Fig. S13, Supporting
Information). This is indeed one of the main reasons for follow-up
projects like AdriaArray.

5.1 Frequency–magnitude distributions

Magnitude scales heterogeneities remain a major issue when merg-
ing routine national and regional seismicity-catalogues. In Figs 5
and 7, and Fig. S16 (Supporting Information), we clearly document
the difficulties to correctly match events according to hypocentre
locations, origin times and magnitudes by comparing our catalogue
against the national ones across the GAR. In our AARSC we use a
uniform local magnitude calculation (MLv) across the entire GAR,
allowing us to consistently compare the seismic energy released
by the events across this tectonically complex region. Even though
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Figure 9: FMD of the entire AARSC 2016–2019. In the upper panel (a),
we show the LF tests (Lilliefors 1967; Herrmann & Marzocchi 2020) for
the magnitude of completeness (Mc) determination. The significance level
α used for null hypothesis testing is highlighted in red in (a): it divides the
possible interval values for the exponentiality fit. Panel (b) reports the actual
discrete (black squares) and cumulative (orange squares) FMD of the entire
catalogue. For the FMD we report the analysis 3 well-based algorithm for
Mc and a/b-values estimation: LF (Lilliefors 1967; Herrmann & Marzocchi
2020), MBASS (Amorese 2007) and MBS (Cao & Gao 2002; Woessner &
Wiemer 2005). See text for details.

the AARSC spans only a 4-yr period, we try to obtain a first or-
der insight into the frequency–magnitude distribution (here after
FMD).Several methods have been proposed in the past to interpret
the FMD in terms of magnitude of completeness (Mc) and a- and
b-values. Among these, four catalogue-based approaches are ex-
tensively used in literature: the maximum-curvature method (MC,
Wyss et al. 1999; Wiemer & Wyss 2000), the method to calcu-
late Mc by assessing b-value stability (MBS, Cao & Gao 2002;
Woessner & Wiemer 2005), the median-based analysis of the seg-
ment slope (MBASS, Amorese 2007) and the canonical Lilliefors
test (LF, Lilliefors 1967, Herrmann & Marzocchi 2020). The MC
method simply defines the Mc as the statistical mode of the discrete
FD (black squares in Fig. 9b and Fig. S18, Supporting Informa-
tion) plus a correction factor (Wiemer & Wyss 2000). Although
analysing differently the FMD distributions properties, the MBS,
MBASS and LF methods are statistically more robust. The MBASS
analyse the stability of the b-value by checking the slope variation
between adjacent magnitude bins, and declare the final Mc when the
highest discontinuity magnitude is reached (Amorese 2007, fig. 2).
Such a method is very robust against possible kinks in the FMD dis-
tribution, and tends to underestimate the true Mc (Amorese 2007;
Mignan & Woessner 2012). The MBS method on the contrary,
calculates b-values as a function of cut-off magnitudes from the
maximum magnitude (Cao & Gao 2002; Shi & Bolt 1982). When
the difference between the b-values in two neighbouring steps is less

than a fixed threshold, that value represents the final result (Cao &
Gao 2002; Woessner & Wiemer 2005; Mignan & Woessner 2012).
Thus, the MBS method tries to fit the entire distribution’s GR-slope
rather than checking the individual variation among individual bins.
Moreover, this latest approach provides more conservative estimates
in case of a more curved FMD’s shape, and so it tends to overesti-
mate the final Mc (e.g. Fig. S18d, Supporting Information, Mignan
2012; Mignan & Woessner 2012). For an exhaustive review of the
two methods MBASS and MBS, the reader is referred to Mignan &
Woessner (2012), and references therein.

The approach of LF method for Mc calculation is to define the
probability of exponentiality of an FMD distribution at subsequent
magnitude cut-offs based on a goodness-of-fit method ( Fig. 9a,
and Fig. S18a, c, e and g, Supporting Information). This method
has been already used in the past, often termed ‘modified KS test’
referring to either Stephens (1974) or Pearson & Hartley (1972). The
associated a- and b-values are calculated with a bias-free maximum-
likelihood regression (Tinti & Mulargia 1987; Marzocchi & Sandri
2003) fixing the Mc to the one previously estimated. By using the
ensemble of the three methods MBS, MBASS and LF, we aim to
obtain more information about the nature of the distributions itself.

In Fig. 9(a), we observe a drop of the distribution exponentiality
fit (LF test) reflecting in a slope-break around 3.5 MLv in Fig. 9(b).
Such behaviour is common when analysing ML catalogue-based
FMD. The main reasoning behind this are the spatio-temporal in-
homogeneities of the catalogue and the local magnitude scale def-
inition itself. The slope-break in scale around MLv 2–4 may also
depend to the anelastic attenuation in the medium acting as a low-
pass filter (Bethmann et al. 2011; Munafò et al. 2016; Deichmann
2017; Herrmann & Marzocchi 2020).

Finally, using different statistical approaches in our calculations,
we can observe different Mc values ranging between 2.2 and 2.5 MLv.
We decide to set our final AARSC-Mc to 2.4 MLv with the associated
b-value of 1.05, based on the MBS results that fall within the upper
and low boundaries of the possible Mc range.

The b-value of 1.05 might be related to the short analysis period
(4 yr), as we potentially miss relatively rarely occurring larger mag-
nitude (MLv > 4) activity. Consequently, this increases the relative
weights of the lower magnitudes in the maximum-likelihood regres-
sion fit. An increased number of smaller earthquakes compared to
larger ones may also suggest a preferred energy-dissipation trend
toward small earthquakes (Staudenmaier et al. 2019, and reference
therein) in the GAR at least during these 4 yr.

To further investigate whether different behaviour occurs in spe-
cific seismogenic zones, we split the catalogue into 4 subregions
(Fig. S17, Supporting Information): (i) the northern Apennines,
(ii) the Alps, (iii) the Alpine foreland and (iv) the northwestern
Dinarides. We report all these results in Fig. S18 (Supporting Infor-
mation).

The northern Apennines shows a consistent Mc and b-values for
all methods used and a stable exponentiality fit at a wide range of
magnitude cut-offs as evidenced by the LF test (Fig. S18e, Sup-
porting Information). The GR regression of the FMD distribution is
remarkably stable, although showing a slightly higher b-value than
the GAR. On the contrary, all the Alpine region is fully included in
our analysis, and its seismicity shows a more complete distribution.
The b-value associated to this region is the closest to 1 among all
subregions and reports similar behaviour like the entire AARSC-
FMD (Fig. S18b, Supporting Information). However, the Alpine
foreland remains hard to interpret due to the relatively few events
located, and the shape of its FMD is heavily biased by the single 4.9
MLv event present (Fig. S18h, Supporting Information).
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The northwestern Dinarides show FMD shapes (Fig. S18d, Sup-
porting Information) similar to the one reported in Mignan (2012,
fig 5b). Such distributions usually indicate regional FMD with large
Mc variation due to strong spatio-temporal heterogeneities in sta-
tions distributions deriving, for example, from the superimposition
of regional and temporary networks (Mignan 2012). This could as
well reflect the general problems of stations metadata completeness
and data quality for the subregion during the experiment (Fig. S3,
Supporting Information).

Our results are only an initial and partial analysis of the magni-
tude distribution of our catalogue. Any further interpretation of the
Mc and a-, b-values at this stage would be merely speculation. In
addition, such catalogue-based methods must always be interpreted
with caution by knowing the true nature of the data (Marzocchi
& Sandri 2003; Deichmann 2017; Herrmann & Marzocchi 2020).
An exhaustive magnitude study for both the entire GAR and the
individual seismogenic subregions is a bold and careful task that is
beyond the scope of this study. With the newly updated and detailed
regional attenuation functions (Bindi et al. 2019), one could refine
the local and moment magnitudes and improve their interpretations.
Additionally, the derivation of a new, regional MLv–Mw fitting model
would also greatly improve the magnitude analysis of the GAR.

Furthermore, for a more solid, complete and exhaustive interpre-
tation of these magnitudes one would need a much longer period
of analysis (Giardini et al. 1999; Woessner et al. 2005, 2015; Giar-
dini et al. 2018). Such a long-term seismic catalogue with the same
consistency and precision like the AARSC, could be achieved by
using the minimum 1-D model and station delays obtained from
this study for application to previous catalogues established by the
permanent networks.

5.2 Establishing a long-term seismicity-catalogue for the
GAR

Several national and regional seismic networks in the GAR date
back to the early 1970s with limited number of stations. For most of
the stations, however, waveforms are only available since the mid-
1990s and calculations of event catalogues by merging of arrival
times for events collected by different observatories remains a diffi-
cult task and sometimes leads to ambiguous results and mismatches
(e.g. Blundell et al. 1992; Solarino et al. 1997). A consistent instru-
mental seismic catalogue of M3+ events for the GAR could possibly
be compiled for the past two decades if the registered events wave-
forms were available. A minimum 1-D model and stations delays
is a prerequisite for merging a consistent catalogue and the ones
calculated for the GAR (Fig. 8). They represent the ideal tool to
link past and present seismicity because the results do refer to all
permanent stations operated by the 11 individual observatories (Fig.
S1, Supporting Information) in addition to the AASN stations.

Of course, with a series of minimum 1-D models combined and
appropriate station delays for the GAR, the local crustal structure
could be better approximated and, hence, locally we could achieve
higher precision hypocentre locations (e.g. Husen et al. 2011). Fur-
thermore, with a series of local minimum 1-D models one would
be able, for each model, to choose a locally more appropriate and
useful reference station than the one in the southern Alps chosen
for the GAR and this might allow to illuminate more details of the
local velocity variations by updated stations delays. For the purpose
of establishing a catalogue with consistently precise hypocentre lo-
cations across the GAR, however, a single minimum 1-D model
provides the optimal reference data set to recognize corresponding

events reported by nearly a dozen different observatories. Further-
more, this single minimum 1-D model with the appropriate set of
station delays not only for the AASN but for all permanent seis-
mic stations in the GAR are key tools to identify, filter and merge
information of events reported in the catalogues from times before
(and also after) the AlpArray experiment. An obviously challenging
and important task for seismic hazard assessment is the full repro-
cessing of the long-term seismicity stations waveforms available
from the various seismic observatories with the method presented
in this study (Fig. 2). Consider that events located in the periphery
of one network are obviously close but still outside the networks
of the neighbouring observatories leading to PL events (azimuthal
GAP ≥ 180◦). The larger magnitude events will undoubtedly be
registered and often be reported by several networks. Nonetheless,
the hypocentre locations and the magnitudes reported will likely
differ significantly. Precisely for such cases, a uniform minimum
1-D model for the whole region with appropriate station delays for
all permanent seismic stations operated by the 11 seismic observa-
tories is of particular relevance to facilitate the catalogue merging
process.

6 C O N C LU S I O N S

In this work, we present a new highly consistent and precise seismic
catalogue for the GAR. The catalogue covers a 4-yr time period
from 2016 January 1 up to 2019 December 31 and it is compiled
in the framework of the European collaborative project AlpArray
(www.alparray.ethz.ch). All the processed data are recorded by the
AASN, a uniform densely spaced station array composed of the 561
BB stations by 11 national permanent seismic networks and 288
temporary BB seismic stations. It is additionally complemented by
permanent short-period sensor and accelerometer stations leading
to a total of 1103 seismic stations and collecting ∼50 TB of data.

For the processing of such a large amount of data, we developed
a new fully automatic, multistep procedure for regional seismic
catalogue compilation. This method involves the use of well based
standard seismic-processing software and algorithms (Fig. 2): the
SC3 system, the ADAPT multi-picking library, and the VELEST
software.

The final AARSC contains 3293 relocated earthquakes with mag-
nitude ranging 0.4–4.9 MLv. The classification of the data set is di-
vided as follows: 2869 WL (N Pobs ≥ 7 and GAP < 180◦), 387
PL (GAP ≥ 180◦ or 4 < N Pobs < 7) and 37 VPL (N Pobs =
4) events, of which 1145 have magnitude class A and 2144 mag-
nitude class B. Four events (2 PL and 2 VPL) have no magnitude
because no station magnitude observations are left after the quality
filtering (see Section 3.6). We calculated a uniform local magni-
tude (MLv) across the entire GAR for all events in the AARSC
and analysed the FMD distribution with three well-known statisti-
cal algorithms (MBASS, MBS and LF) evidencing a consistent and
stable GR regression over the MLv scale. The AARSC is complete
down to 2.4 MLv. Furthermore, based on paring AARSC with 11
national observatories M3+ seismic bulletins for the same time pe-
riod, the catalogue is regionally consistent down to 3.0 MLv. The
uniform magnitude distribution allowed us to compare the AARSC
scaling against the one adopted by the national agencies (Fig. 7
and Fig. S16, Supporting Information), evidencing similarities and
differences related to different amplitude correction functions.

With just a few exceptions requiring manual controlling, the
semi-automated ADAPT-JHD-VELEST method performs well, re-
sulting in high-precision hypocentre locations (location errors in
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95 per cent of WL events for epicentre are ±0.7 km and for the
hypocentre depth are ±2 km). These results document the ADAPT-
JHD-VELEST automated procedure to be a reliable and efficient
tool for seismic catalogue processing, in particular regarding the
single observation and event filtering. The presented 4-yr catalogue
of the GAR resulting from semi-automated processing nicely cor-
relates with the regional manually revised bulletin of EPOS-EMSC
(Fig. 5). It also well delineates several major and minor seismically
active tectonic lineaments, including orogen fronts throughout the
study region. The AARSC internal consistency and high-precision
documents the importance of automatic methods to side humans in
seismic observatories duties.

To achieve the same consistency and uniformity in establishing
a longer term seismicity-catalogue, one should take advantage of
the minimum 1-D P-wave velocity model for the GAR and ap-
propriate stations delays obtained in this study. The minimum 1-D
model is only representing the large-scale P-wave velocity average
lithosphere (mainly crustal), because of the substantial extent, the
significant Moho topography and strong crustal heterogeneities of
the investigated area. On the other hand, the station delays regionally
well define the main features of the upper crustal P-velocity struc-
ture in the GAR. We hope that the seismological community may
benefit from these deliverables and that the consistency and preci-
sion of the AARSC will help further seismic studies in the GAR,
including (but not limited to) local earthquake seismic tomography.
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The AARSC, the minimum 1-D model and station delays for the
GAR are stored in a permanent data repository available here:
https://doi.org/10.3929/ethz-b-000542191. We release the cata-
logue in different formats (csv, txt, QuakeML, SC3-XML). The
minimum 1-D P-wave velocity model and the associated station
delays are already in suitable format for the VELEST software.
We also provide a dictionary for linking the station aliases to the
corresponding inventory.

The ADAPT framework and all the individual pickers used in this
study can be found at the first author’s GitHub repository (https:
//github.com/mbagagli). Request for the VELEST software could
be as well redirected to ’kiss@tomo.ig.erdw.ethz.ch’. We refer to
the AlpArray project website (http://www.alparray.ethz.ch) for any
data-related issues, while for any other questions please contact
the corresponding authors. Researchers interested in the complete
automatic seismic processing workflow are welcomed to contact the
authors for any scientific project collaboration.

Waveform data from AASN stations and all other stations col-
lected are available through EIDA (http://www.orfeus-eu.org/eida
/). Visit http://www.alparray.ethz.ch/seismic network/backbone/da
ta-access for further information on data access and http://www.al
parray.ethz.ch/seismic network/backbone/data-policy-and-citation
for information of data policy. General information about the Al-
pArray project is available at www.alparray.ethz.ch. The temporary
BB stations installed in AASN are under the Z3 network code
(AlpArray Seismic Network, 2015). The station from the tempo-
rary AlpArray experiment CASE are available under the network
code 8X (Molinari et al. 2019, AlpArray Seismic Network, 2016)
The permanent stations are contributed via the following networks
codes: AC (Institute of Geosciences, Energy, Water and Environ-
ment, 2002), BE (Royal Observatory Of Belgium, 1985), BW (De-
partment of Earth And Environmental Sciences, Geophysical Ob-
servatory, University Of Munchen, 2001), CA (Institut Cartogràfic
I Geològic De Catalunya, 1984), CH (Swiss Seismological Service
(SED) at ETH Zurich, 1983), CR (University of Zagreb, 2001),
CZ (Institute of Geophysics, Academy of Sciences of the Czech
Republic, 1973), ES (Instituto Geografico Nacional, Spain, 1999),
FR (RESIF, 1995a), G (Institut De Physique Du Globe De Paris
(IPGP), & Ecole Et Observatoire Des Sciences De La Terre de
Strasbourg (EOST), 1982), GE (GEOFON Data Centre, 1993), GR
(Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources, 1976),
GU (University of Genoa, 1967), HU (Ko¨vesligethy Rado´ Seismo-
logical Observatory, 1992), IU (Albuquerque Seismological Labo-
ratory (ASL)/USGS, 1988), IV (INGV Seismological Data Centre,
2006), ME, MN (MedNet project partner institutions, 1990), MT
(French Landslide Observatory–Seismological Datacenter / RE-
SIF, 2006), NI (OGS (Istituto Nazionale di Oceanografia e di Ge-
ofisica Sperimentale) and University of Trieste, 2002), OE (ZAMG-
Zentralanstalt Für Meterologie Und Geodynamik,1987), OX (OGS
(Istituto Nazionale di Oceanografia e di Geofisica Sperimentale,
2016), PL, RA (RESIF, 1995b), RD (RESIF, 2018), RF (University
of Trieste, 1993), SI, SJ, SK (ESISAS (Earth Science Institute of the
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Slovak Academy of Sciences), 2004; Csicsay et al. 2018), SL (Slove-
nian Environment Agency, 2001), ST (Geological Survey-Provincia
Autonoma di Trento, 1981), SX (Leipzig University, 2001), TH
(Jena, F. S. U., 2009).
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January 01 to 2019 December 31 was downloaded through the
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t.html (last accessed 2022 January 27). The national earthquake
bulletins collected from 2016 January 01 to 2019 December
31 of INGV (last accessed 2021 January 27), RESIF (last ac-
cessed 2021 January 27) and SED (last accessed 2021 January14)
were downloaded with the FDSN web-service in their respec-
tive EIDA-nodes. The national earthquake bulletin of ASCR was
downloaded from https://seisdb.ig.cas.cz/bull.html (last accessed
2021 July 15). The revised regional earthquake bulletin of OGS
was downloaded from https://rts.crs.inogs.it (last accessed 2021
July 15). The revised national earthquake bulletin of KRSZO
was extracted from the Hungarian National Seismological Bul-
letin (http://www.seismology.hu/index.php/en/seismicity/earthqua
ke-bulletins/31-hungarian-national-seismological-bulletin) last ac-
cessed 2021-07-20. The national catalogue of ARSO, ESISAS,
CEC, BGR and ZAMG were retrieved by personal communica-
tions.
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